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Abstract
In this paper, we present results that provide an abstract setting for the construction and in-
terpretation of categories of algebras appearing in various semantic examples including those
related to Scott domains and cartesian closed categories. A methodology is introduced that lifts
adjoint pairs on categories with monads to categories whose objects are algebras for these mon-
ads. Results are achieved by exploiting prior work on Kleisli liftings and the existence of key
isomorphisms. While applicable to domain theory and the semantics of partiality, the construc-
tion at work is considerably more general and is applicable to other settings as well. c© 2002
Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
It is by now quite well known that certain functorial relationships exist between
various standard semantic categories. For example, the connection between bottomless,
strict and ordinary domains can be fruitfully described in a categorical framework
of Kleisli and Eilenberg–Moore algebras. Strict domains form the category of lift-
algebras for the category of (possibly bottomless) domains and the canonical functor
between them is nothing more than the categorical comparison functor from Kleisli to
Eilenberg–Moore algebras [8].
In this paper, we show that these observations are not accidental but rather arise as
simple examples of a more general process that provides a means of lifting an adjoint
pair from categories with monads to categories whose objects consist of the algebras
of the corresponding monads. More precisely, starting with categories with assigned
monads, an adjoint pair, and assuming certain closure conditions, we build in stages
9rst to an adjunction on the categories of algebras and secondly to an adjunction on the
Kleisli categories generated by the comonads. The interim adjoint pair constructed is
often of interest as well. A key step involves the recognition of the existence of an iso-
morphism relating lifted and underlying adjoint pairs. Special cases of this isomorphism
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arise in domain theory and linear logic leading to the construction of cartesian closed
categories. Results are also applicable to work of Jacobs on the semantics of weak-
ening and contraction, and to other domain theoretic constructions. A 9nal application
provides an abstract setting for connecting partial and total semantics. It demonstrates
not just how, but more importantly why, Scott total map semantics must arise in a
systematic way from the corresponding partial semantics.
2. Liftings
2.1. Liftings and algebras
We begin with a brief introduction to monads, algebras and liftings. See [1] for
details about monads and algebras.
Denition 2.1. A monad (H; ; ) on category C is a triple consisting of an endofunctor
H and two natural transformations  : id→ H and  :H 2 → H satisfying
(1)  ◦ H = idH =  ◦ H,
(2)  ◦ H =  ◦ H.
Example 2.2. P, the powerset functor on SET, is a monad. For set A, A(a)= {a}
generates singletons and A{Ai}=
⋃
Ai takes a family of subsets of A to their union.
This paper focuses on lifting properties for categories of algebras. We brieDy describe
these categories.
Denition 2.3. Let (H; ; ) be a monad on category C. The Kleisli category, CH , has
the same objects as in C. Arrows from A to B in CH correspond to arrows A→HB
in C. The de9nition of arrows in Kleisli makes composition of arrows non-trivial. If
f is an arrow from A to B, and g an arrow from B to C in CH , the composition
corresponds to the arrow B ◦Hg ◦f in C. It is easy to check that this composition is
well de9ned.
There is a standard inclusion functor iH :C→CH . It is well known that iH has a
right adjoint, iH RH , that the monad formed by the adjunction is just H and that
it is the initial such adjunction generating H . Further, the Kleisli category on H is
equivalent to the category of free Eilenberg–Moore algebras on H [1].
Example 2.4. Given P, the monad of Example 2.2, SETP is the category whose objects
are sets and whose morphisms from A to B are functions A→PB, i.e. relations on
A×B. Thus SETP is just REL, the category of sets and relations.
Denition 2.5. Let (H; ; ) be a monad on category C. The Eilenberg–Moore (E–M)
category of H -algebras, denoted CH , has:
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Objects: E–M algebras (A; a)
Arrows: An arrow from (A; a) to (B; b) in CH is an arrow f :A→B in C so that
b ◦ Hf=f ◦ a.
Example 2.6. Returning to the powerset monad P on SET, E–M algebras (X; x) and
(Y; y) are complete semilattices. Algebra maps f from (X; x) to (Y; y) are set functions
so that y ◦Pf =f ◦ x. This is turn forces f to preserve ∨ and therefore order as well.
SETP then is the category of complete semilattices and sup-preserving maps, SLAT.
There is a standard forgetful functor UH :CH →C. UH has a left adjoint, FH UH ,
which on object A in C creates the free algebra (HA; A). The monad formed by
the adjunction is again just H and it is the 9nal such adjunction generating H . In
particular, there always exists a comparison functor G :CH →CH which is a map of
the corresponding adjunctions. See [1].
Example 2.7. Let F be the free functor from SET to MON, the category of monoids,
with forgetful right adjoint U . The monad H on SET formed by this adjunction is
Kleene star which acting on set X produces X ∗ the set of strings on alphabet X .
(x)= ‘x’ coerces a character into a string of length one and  acting on a string of
words concatenates the string into a single word. SETH is isomorphic to the category
MON. Multiplication on algebra object (X; h) is determined by the structure map h,
namely the monoid product of x and y is just h(‘xy’), while the identity element is
simply the image under h of the empty string. Thus the comparison functor is an
isomorphism. This motivates the general nomenclature de9ning a right adjoint to be
monadic when the comparison functor, for the monad generated by the adjunction, is
an isomorphism.
Example 2.8. In the case of the powerset monad P on SET, the comparison functor
REL→SLAT maps the relation R on A×B to the semilattice morphism G(R):PA→PB,
where for subset A0 of A, G(R)(A0)= {b|aRb for a in A0}.
We now consider the notion of lifting functors to categories of algebras. Consider
monads (H; ; ) and (K; ; ) on categories C and D, respectively. Let F be a functor
F :C→D. The notion of the lifting of a functor F exists for both Eilenberg–Moore
and Kleisli categories. Let iH ; iK denote the inclusion functors into Kleisli categories.
Denition 2.9. A functor GF :CH →DK is a Kleisli lifting of F if GF ◦ iH = iK ◦ F or
equivalently that the following diagram commutes.
CH
GF→ DK
iH↑ iK↑
C F→ D
One can specify conditions that ensure such liftings exist.
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Theorem 2.10. For C; D; H; K; F as above; functors GF :CH →DK which are liftings
are in 1–1 correspondence with natural transformations of the form  :FH→KF that
satisfy the following:
(1)  ◦ F= F ;
(2) F ◦ K ◦ H =  ◦ F.
Proof. See [5, 10] where further references can be found. The natural transformation
along with the corresponding equations is often referred to as a distributive law.
In a similar fashion one can de9ne E–M liftings F∗ :CH →DK of functors F to
E–M categories of algebras where the equation F ◦ UH =UK ◦ F∗ holds for forgetful
functors UH ; UK . Such liftings are ensured by the existence of natural transformations
of the form  :KF→FH satisfying equations similar to those for  above [3].
Notation: Again we are supposing that functor F :C→D exists with accompanying
monads H and K . We will denote Kleisli lifts of F by GF and Eilenberg–Moore lifts
by F∗. A key point to note is that more than one lifting of each kind may exist
for a given functor, depending on the existence of particular distributive laws. Further
discussion on this can be found in [10].
Example 2.11. Let C be a symmetric monoidal category with monad H . Monad H
is called strong [4] if there exists a natural transformation A;B :HA ⊗ B→H (A ⊗ B)
satisfying
(1) A;B ◦ A ⊗ B= A⊗B,
(2) A⊗B ◦ HA;B ◦ HA;B= A;B ◦ A ⊗ B.
By the above we note that H is strong exactly when the product functor ⊗ B on
C lifts to the Kleisli category CH . Likewise if H is commutative (monoidal), then the
bifunctor ⊗ lifts. A special case arises when dealing with the product bifunctor ×
on a cartesian category C×C.
Example 2.12. Suppose C and D agree, C has the trivial identity monad and K is
denoted by monad H . Then for a given endofunctor T of C, the natural transformation
T :T→HT satis9es the equations of the above theorem and so a lifting GT :C→CH
exists. In particular when T is the identity,  is just the unit of the monad H and
GT = iH .
Example 2.13. Again suppose C and D agree, H is the monad on C and K is the
trivial identity monad. H , also treated as a functor, has a lifting with corresponding
natural transformation just  :  :H 2 → H . The usual equations reduce to the monad
identities  ◦ H = idH and  ◦ H =  ◦ H. The lifting GH is the right adjoint to iH ,
namely GH .
Example 2.14. Lifting distributes over composition, i.e. GS ◦ GT = ST . Utilizing the two
previous examples we can generate the comonad associated to H via a lifting, namely
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as the lift id ◦ H = iH ◦GH . This observation motivates our later use of the notation GH
to denote this comonad.
2.2. Liftings and adjoints
In the presence of an adjoint pair, a Kleisli lifting generates an Eilenberg–Moore
lifting and vice versa. The following result makes this precise.
Theorem 2.15. If F has a right adjoint G then the Kleisli lifting GF :CH →DK exists
if and only if the Eilenberg–Moore lifting G∗ :DK →CH exists.
Proof. If GF exists, there exists a  :FH→KF satisfying the equations of Theorem 2:10.
The composite K" ◦ G :FHG→K is a composite of natural transformations and is
thus natural, where " is the counit of the adjunction. Consequently the transpose
 :HG→GK is also natural. It is a straight-forward diagram chase to check  sat-
is9es the proper identities and thus G∗ exists. The reverse direction just uses a dual
argument.
Example 2.16. Let C be a category with monad H and D be the corresponding Kleisli
category CH with identity monad. The functor iH :C→CH has a Kleisli lifting which
is just the identity functor on CH . By the above theorem the right adjoint to iH , de-
noted RH , has an Eilenberg–Moore lifting R∗H :CH →CH which is exactly the standard
comparison functor from the Kleisli to Eilenberg–Moore category described earlier.
Example 2.17 (Domain theory). Let C be the category BDOM of (possibly) bottom-
less Scott domains with H the “lift” monad ()⊥, and let D be the category pBDOM of
(possibly) bottomless Scott domains with partial maps and identity monad. Since H is
a partial map classi9er ( pmc), pBDOM is equivalent to the Kleisli category BDOMH
and the inclusion has a right adjoint G. The inclusion BDOM→ pBDOM trivially lifts
to Kleisli, and so by the theorem, so does G∗. Since BDOMH is precisely SDOM,
the category of Scott domains and strict maps, the theorem produces the well-known
categorical equivalence between pBDOM and SDOM. This example then is a special
case of the previous one.
Example 2.18. It is well known that CH is as complete as C is. The above theorem
provides a quick and elegant proof of this fact. If # :C→C J (where C J is an arbitrary
index category), then G# trivially exists since  is just the identity. If # has a right
adjoint Limit, by the theorem Limit∗ exists and we are done.
Remark 2.19. Even if the functor F also has an Eilenberg–Moore lifting, F∗, it is not
generally the case that the G∗ constructed in the previous theorem is the right adjoint
of F∗. One can however build, presuming the existence of coequalizers of reDexive
pairs, an additional functor from CH to DK that satis9es additional properties and has
the added bene9t of generating a left adjoint.
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Lemma 2.20. Suppose F :C→D exists with accompanying monads H and K . If the
Kleisli lifting GF exists and DK has coequalizers of re=exive pairs; then one can
always construct a functor F˜ :CH →DK so that there exists a natural isomorphism
) : F˜FH →FKF .
Proof. F˜ acting on algebra (A; a) is the coequalizer of vFA ◦K and KFa. This pair is
clearly reDexive with common section KFA. Similarly, one can utilize the coequalizer
diagram to describe the action of F˜ on arrows. For the isomorphism, the proof entails
showing that the coequalizer of vFHA ◦ KHA and KFA exists and agrees with KFA.
This involves a straightforward diagram chase. If t :KFHA→T coequalizes the given
pair then the unique extension Gt :KFA→T is just t ◦ KFA.
Corollary 2.21. Supposing the conditions of the previous lemma; G∗ exists and has
left adjoint F˜ .
Proof. Since GF exists, by the previous theorem so does G∗. Using the fact that F is
left adjoint to G, the description of F˜ given in the previous lemma coincides exactly
with the left adjoint to G∗.
Note: Assuming the existence of a E–M lifting G∗, constructing a left adjoint di-
rectly is well known (see [3]) and does not require the existence of a Kleisli lifting
GF . The previous corollary constructs F˜ directly from GF without referral to G∗ though
the 9nal result of the two approaches clearly agree. Also, it should be noted that while
F˜ is the left adjoint of G∗, it is not generally an E–M lifting of F . If such a lifting,
F∗, does exist however, it can play an important role as is observed later.
Example 2.22. Let C be a cartesian closed category (ccc) with strong, commutative
monad H which, by Example 2:10, implies the existence of a Kleisli lifting of the
functor - × B :C→C. Since - × B  ()B=G; ()B has an E–M lifting by the previous
theorem. The construction of AB in CH , guaranteed by the theorem, coincides with the
usual construction of this higher type object, making CH an exponential ideal. Here K
is just H , and for (A; a) in CH , the algebra structure on AB is just the transpose of
a ◦Hev ◦ AB . The fact, however, that CH need not be cartesian closed, even when it is
closed under coequalizers of reDexive pairs, follows from the fact that the left adjoint
to G∗ is not an E–M lifting of F .
Example 2.23 (Domain theory). Let C be the category BDOM of (possibly) bottom-
less Scott domains and continuous maps where H is the usual lift monad, ()⊥. Since
H is a pmc [11], it follows immediately that H is strong and commutative (see be-
low). The category CH is SDOM, Scott domains and strict continuous maps. The
interpretation of F˜ varies according to F . For example if F is the product bifunctor
-×- :C×C→C, then F˜ de9nes the usual smash product -⊗ - on domains. The guaran-
teed isomorphism of the previous lemma coincides with the well-known isomorphism
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A⊥⊗B⊥ ∼= (A×B)⊥ in SDOM. If F is -×B, then F˜ is a non-standard smash product,
where maps F˜(A)→C correspond to left strict maps A× B→C (see [?]). We return
to this example later.
Example 2.24. Let (C;⊗; I) be a symmetric monoidal category with strong, commu-
tative monad H . If CH has coequalizers of reDexive pairs, and F = -⊗ - with monads
H ⊗H and H , respectively, then F˜ produces universal bimorphisms, i.e. F˜(A; B)=
A⊗HB, in the sense of Jacobs [2]. X ⊗H Y ∼= X⊗Y : I is the neutral element of ⊗H
and we arrive at the known result that CH is a symmetric monoidal category (smc)
where the free functor preserves the smc structure.
Earlier we showed the existence of a natural isomorphism associated to F˜ . In the
presence of an adjunction we can simplify the proof of this result. Recall FH ; FK ; UH ;
UK denote the free and forgetful functors on algebras associated with monads H and K ,
respectively.
Corollary 2.25. If the conditions of Lemma 2:20 hold then there exists a natural
isomorphism ) : F˜FH →FKF .
Proof. G∗ exists implies that UHG∗ = GUK . Since F˜ is left adjoint to G∗, we have
F˜FH  UHG∗=GUK . Since FKF is also left adjoint to GUK , by uniqueness of adjoints
we are done.
Without additional assumptions one should not expect that an adjoint pair will lift
to its categories of E–M algebras. We may however be able to lift an adjoint pair to
categories whose objects are algebras. This is done by lifting to the nearby Kleisli cate-
gory of the corresponding comonads. Here we require an additional modest assumption,
namely that F itself has an E–M lifting, F∗.
Notation. Recall that earlier we observed that the comonads associated to categories
of algebras CH and DK , respectively, arose naturally as Kleisli liftings. Consequently,
it makes sense notationally to denote these comonads as GH and GK , respectively. We
continue to apply the same convention of utilizing the bar notation to indicate Kleisli
liftings of functors, now also for the comonad case.
Theorem 2.26. If F has a left adjoint G; the Kleisli and E–M liftings of F exist;
and DK has coequalizers of re=exive pairs; then there exists an adjoint pair between
Kleisli categories of comonads; F∗  G∗; where
F∗ : (CH ) GH → (DK) GK :
Proof. Since the Kleisli lifting GF exists by Theorem 2:15, so does the E–M lifting G∗.
Thus, we have a pair of functors F∗ and G∗ de9ned on the categories of algebras CH
and DK , respectively. The natural transformations  :KF→FH and ′ :HG→GK ,
corresponding to the liftings F∗ and G∗, respectively, generate in turn new natural
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transformations  : GKF∗→F∗ GH and ′ : GHG∗→G∗ GK . For example  applied to alge-
bra (A; a) is the map A : (KFA; vFA)→ (FHA; F ◦ HA). It is an algebra map in DK
because F ◦ HA ◦ KA= A ◦ vFA by equational properties of : F∗ agrees with F∗
on objects and on arrows is de9ned by F∗(f : GH (A; a)→ (B; b))=F∗(f) ◦ (A; a). The
fact that the resulting composition is an algebra map in DK now follows directly from
above, namely, Ff ◦A ◦ vFA=Ff ◦FA ◦HA ◦KA=Fb ◦FHf ◦HA ◦KA=Fb ◦B ◦
KFf◦KA=Fb◦B ◦K(Ff◦A). Thus, the functors F∗ and G∗ lift to the functors F∗
and G∗ on the Kleisli categories of the corresponding comonads. To prove adjointness
we use the previous corollary to show the following sequence of natural isomorphisms
holds:
Hom(D K ) GK (F
∗A; B)∼=HomD K (KF∗A; B) ∼= HomD K (FKUKF∗A; B)
∼=HomD K (FKFUHA; B) ∼= HomD K (F˜FHUHA; B)
∼=HomD K (F˜ GHA; B) ∼= HomCH ( GHA;G∗B) ∼= Hom(CH ) GH (A;G∗B):
Example 2.27 (The semantics of weakening and contraction). Let C be a symmet-
ric monoidal closed category (smcc) with H a strong and commutative monad and
F = -⊗B  B→ ()=G. The application of the above theorem relates to, but diOers
from, that found in [2]. Earlier we described how F˜ produces universal bimorphisms.
In [2], a further assumption on the existence of equalizers is stipulated to build an
exponential bifunctor on CH × CH . Applying object B to the 9rst component results
in a functor G′=B→ () which is right adjoint to -⊗B, thus, building a smcc struc-
ture on CH . This functor however is not an E–M lifting of the underlying functor G.
As a consequence, the interpretation diOers from our approach where we exploit the
existence of the E–M lifting G∗. For example if C is the category of Scott domains
then our G∗C =CB represents the object of all Scott continuous functions from B
to C, namely, the standard interpretation of CB viewing CH as an exponential ideal.
In contrast, in [2] G′C =B→C represents the object of strict functions from B to C,
which is exactly the interpretation needed to produce a smcc structure on strict do-
mains. These diOerent approaches then both generate a ccc on the Kleisli category of
the comonad (see below) though we make no assumption about equalizers.
The category of algebras of a ccc C is not typically a ccc itself. By considering the
nearby Kleisli category and the usual assumptions we can produce a ccc whose objects
are the algebras of C.
Corollary 2.28. Suppose C is a ccc with strong commutative monad H; and CH has
coequalizers of re=exive pairs; then (CH ) GH is a ccc.
Proof. The product bifunctor lifts immediately to the product bifunctor on the category
of algebras (CH ) and consequently to the Kleisli category (CH ) GH . If F is the functor
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×B then GF and F∗ (where B is an algebra) exist. We have F G=()B and thus by
Theorem 2:26, F∗ G∗, where F∗ is the product bifunctor evaluated at B, and we are
done.
A standard isomorphism arising in linear logic is !(A)⊗ !(B)∼= !(A×B) where !
is the bang comonad. It is not coincidental that this isomorphism is reminiscent of
that produced for monads. In the context of our present work we show how such an
isomorphism might arise. We assume our previous notation.
Corollary 2.29. Suppose the Kleisli and E–M liftings of F exist; and DK has co-
equalizers of re=exive pairs; then there exists a natural isomorphism )′ : F˜ GH→ GKF∗.
Proof. By Lemma 2:20 we have the isomorphism ) : F˜FH →FKF . Thus, F˜ GH = F˜FH
UH ∼=FKFUH =FKUKF∗= GKF∗.
Example 2.30. Let C=SET with strong commutative pmc monad H that adds a new
element, ∗. SET∗ is the category of pointed sets, (A; a), i.e. non-empty sets A, with a
distinguished point, a. Maps preserve the point. The existence of G∗ guarantees that
the category of pointed sets has higher types but is not a ccc since 1 is both initial and
terminal. By the corollary, the Kleisli category of the comonad is a ccc, which here
is just non-empty sets and arbitrary set functions. The derived tensor for pointed sets
(A; a) and (B; b) is, A⊗B=A− {a}×B − {b} ∪ {a; b}. The isomorphism guaranteed
by the corollary is: (A)∗ ⊗ (B)∗ ∼=(A×B)∗.
Example 2.31. Let H be any strong commutative monad on category C with products
so that CH has coequalizers of reDexive pairs. If F is the product bifunctor, both the
Kleisli and E–M liftings of F immediately exist. Denoting F˜ by tensor, by the previous
corollary we have the isomorphism GH (A)⊗ GH (B)∼= GH (A⊗B) in CH .
We are not restricted in our approach simply to examples involving tensors. It is
important to recognize that variation occurs along functor F as well as monads H
and K . Several of the following examples illustrate this point.
Example 2.32. In the previous example, keep the same monad H but change the func-
tor F from the product bifunctor to the powerset functor P :SET→SET. It is not hard
to check that both the Kleisli and E–M liftings of P exist and consequently, we gen-
erate the functor P˜ :SET∗→SET∗ on pointed sets, P˜(A; a)= {A0⊆A | a is not an
element of A0}∪{a}. The corresponding isomorphism guaranteed by the above corol-
lary, P˜(A∗)=P(A)∗, clearly holds.
Example 2.33. Consider the category SET with strong, commutative monad P, the
power set functor. If F is the product bifunctor, then it immediately lifts for general
reasons to SETP, the category of complete semilattices with F˜(A; B)=A⊗B. For in-
stance, if A and B are the chains {1626364} and {a6b6c6d}, respectively, then
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F˜(A; B) is exactly a 19 element lattice. If instead A and B represent two four-element
Boolean algebras then F˜(A; B) is exactly the 16 element Boolean algebra arrived at by
applying the corollary: P(A)⊗P(B)∼=P(A×B). The associated Kleisli category is the
ccc of complete semilattices and arbitrary set functions. One could also consider related
monads such as P+, the non-empty power set functor and aSne complete semilattices
[2], to 9ne tune the example.
Example 2.34. Let C be a category SET with non-empty list monad L, i.e. for
set A; L(A)= the set of non-empty lists on set A. Category D is also SET now with the
trivial identity monad. Let F be the identity functor id :SET→SET. The Kleisli lifting
of F exists via the natural transformation = fst :L→ id , where for list l of elements
of set A; fst(l) is the 9rst element in the list. It is easy to show that fst is a natural
transformation and satis9es the appropriate equations for lifting. Consequently, F˜ exists
on the category of algebras SETL which is isomorphic to the category of semi-groups.
For example, F˜(Z3;+) is just the terminal one point set (since it is commutative). If
(A∗;+) denotes the free semigroup on set A, then F˜(A∗) collapses to set A. Similarly,
the isomorphism guaranteed by the above corollary becomes F˜(LA)=A which simply
identi9es each equivalence class with a unique element of set A.
Example 2.35 (!-cpos). Consider the category POS of posets and monotone maps.
POS is a ccc. De9ne monad H on POS as follows: for poset P; H (P) is the poset
generated by adding sups of !-chains of elements of P. It is easy to check that
H is a monad where for b in P, P(b)= b (the sup of a constant !-chain). The
associated category of algebras, POSH, is !-cpos and continuous functions. The usual
constructions hold. For example, in the case that F = ×B, both the Kleisli and E–M
liftings of F exist and maps of the form F˜(A)→C correspond to left continuous maps.
The ccc guaranteed by the theorem is !-cpos and monotone maps. If F = × , then
the tensor corresponding to F˜ is just ordinary cartesian product and so, for general
reasons, we also derive directly the well-known result that POSH is a ccc.
2.3. Liftings and PCCCs
In the previous few examples, lifting results were applied to the particular instance
of an adjunction associated with a ccc. Starting with a ccc equipped with a monad H ,
a new ccc of H -algebras objects was built. We now consider a class of examples
where the original category is not quite cartesian closed. Starting with partial cartesian
closed categories, we show that under certain instances it is still possible to recover a
cartesian closed structure on its algebra objects.
We begin by recalling the de9nition and certain properties of partial map classi9ers
and categories of partial maps. In [6] a domain structure M on category C is de9ned to
be a family of subobjects M (A) for each object A, closed under identity, composition
and pullback. Given a domain structure M on category C, it is easy to construct
(pC; M), the category of partial maps for M . Objects coincide with those from C, and
an arrow from A to B in pC consists of a pair of maps (m;f) in C where m :A′→A
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is in M (A) and f is a map f :A′→B in C. Thus, in particular, diOerent domain
structures on C generate diOerent categories of partial maps. When we do not need
to emphasize the domain structure, the partial map is denoted by f :A*B. We also
apply the convention that when partial maps are utilized or a category of partial maps
pC is speci9ed, a domain structure M will be assumed.
Denition 2.36. H is a pmc for category C with domain structure M if H is an
endofunctor of C, so that for any object B, a mono map  :B
B→ HB in M (HB) exists,
satisfying the following universal property: for any partial map (A;m)
f
* B, there exists
a unique total map A
Gf→ HB making the diagram a pullback:
A′
f→ B
↓m ↓
A
Gf→ H (B)
Example 2.37. Several trivial domain structures always exist in C. These correspond
to M (A) representing all subobjects of A or just the singleton identity on A. The
former does not generally have a corresponding pmc though a signi9cant exception is
the case when C is a topos. The latter always has a pmc where H is the trivial identity
monad.
The idea that one could generalize the notion of a pmc both inside and outside a
topos structure was 9rst discovered and exploited by Mulry in work on categorical
approaches to computation [7]. Since then similar notions have arisen including the
notion of dominance found in [?]. All such notions can also be related to the Yoneda
lemma [11]. The following folklore result is immediate and indicates that the use of
the  notation in the above de9nition is not accidental.
Lemma 2.38. H is a pmc on C i? a right adjoint to the inclusion functor i :C→ pC
exists.
Proof. If a pmc H exists for C then pC is equivalent to CH , the Kleisli category
for H , and consequently a right adjoint exists. Conversely if a right adjoint to i exists,
called R, then the monad formed by R ◦ i does the trick.
Lemma 2.39. If H is a pmc on cartesian category; C; then H is a strong and com-
mutative monad.
Proof. H is clearly a monad by the above lemma. A complete proof can be found in
[8] and simply generalizes a similar argument for toposes.
There is a close connection between the existence of domain structures, partial map
classi9ers and partial cartesian closed categories ( pcccs) [11].
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Denition 2.40. Given category C with domain structure M and associated category
(pC; M).
(1) C has partial function spaces if for any B; C in C there is an object BC and a
natural isomorphism 4 :Hom(pC;M)( ×B; C)∼=HomC( ; BC).
(2) If C has 1, products and partial function spaces, then (pC; M) is called a pccc.
Theorem 2.41. Suppose pC is a pccc and H is the canonical partial map classi@er
on C. If H -algebras are free and CH has coequalizers of re=exive pairs then CHGH is
a ccc.
Proof. By [11], pC is equivalent to CH . H is a strong and commutative, F = ×BG
= B() and F lifts to GF :CH → (CH )K , where K is just the trivial identity monad on CH .
In particular,  is the natural transformation associated with strength, i.e. A is the par-
tial map HA×B*A×B. There exists a E–M lifting of G to algebras, G∗ :CH →CH
(where we leave oO trivial K) and the left adjoint to G∗; F˜ :CH →CH exists. Since
every H -algebra is free both F˜ and G∗ extend to endofunctors on CH . We denote
these new functors by F˜ and G∗ as well. For well-known reasons the product functor
lifts to CH as well as (CH ) GH . Following the work of the previous section, we arrive
at the adjunction F∗ G∗, and we are done.
The next example illustrates how the semantics of partial maps and total map se-
mantics are formally connected via the methods of the previous section.
Example 2.42. Let C be the category BDOM of possibly bottomless domains. As
pointed out earlier, while BDOM is not a ccc, pBDOM is a pccc with pmc monad
H =()⊥. For the case at hand, CH is equivalent not only to the category of free
algebras, but to the whole category of Eilenberg–Moore algebras, BDOMH, via the
well-known equivalence between pBDOM and SDOM, the category of domains and
strict maps. The associated comonad is again lift, now applied to SDOM. By the
previous theorem, SDOM⊥, which is easily seen to be DOM, the category of do-
mains and continuous maps, is a ccc. In particular, for A an element of SDOM,
and F = ×BG= B(), F˜(A)=A⊗B the non-standard smash product on domains de-
scribed earlier. Likewise G∗(C)=CB, the domain of all continuous maps from B to C.
Here, the algebra structure on G∗(C) is induced by the obvious natural transforma-
tion C : (CB⊥)⊥→CB⊥, Likewise we have the correspondence HomSDOM(A⊥⊗B; C)∼=
HomSDOM(A⊥; CB) and the derived isomorphism A⊥⊗B∼=(A×B)⊥.
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